
Freestanding
 Stove Series

Madrona Traditional stove in Black with Square front and Traditional Logs. 



Timeless:  
freestanding  
stoves
Our Freestanding Stove Series provides a choice between a  
variety of design styles, from traditional to modern, without 
sacrificing the most important Valor™ ingredient—efficient, 
radiant warmth. Valor™ freestanding stoves provide a reliable 
heating source, adaptable to any living space, for years to 
come.

Radiant and Convective Heat

 � Our freestanding stoves supply a constant flow of radiant 
heat and naturally convected warm air.

 � Continuously warming objects in its path—including the  
human body— radiant heat satisfies your comfort needs with 
up to 25% less overall energy compared to forced air systems.

 � Valor heaters utilize special steel and ceramic components 
that heat up quickly and reach efficiency in minutes.

Zone Heating

 � With one or more in your main living zones, you can enjoy 
increased comfort while reducing furnace usage in colder 
weather or eliminating it during warmer spring and fall weather.

No Power, No Problem

 � Engineered to circulate air through natural convection, Valor™ 
freestanding stoves are highly efficient without a fan— 
providing reliable heat, even during a power failure.

ValorStat PLUS Remote Control

 � Easily select, adjust and program the desired temperature 
that you want, saving energy and lowering your overall  
home heating costs.

 � Pilot On Demand: Turn your pilot light ON and OFF from the 
handheld remote for years of additional energy savings.

 � Energy Saving Feature: The Valor SmartPilot System  
automatically shuts down if there’s no activity after five days, 
reducing unnecessary pilot consumption.

Design

 � Large windows provide visibility to a realistic flame and  
fire bed designed to offer efficiency.

 � Capable of both top and rear vent applications.
Please note: images may vary 

from actual product.



NEW Madrona Modern, featuring Pewter 
steel sides and Driftwood fuel bed.



MADRONA TRADITIONAL
Stylish stove delivers impressive heat

The clean lines of the Madrona Traditional easily replace an old wood stove. 
The arched and square fronts are available in powder-coated or enameled 
cast iron, the Madrona offers up to 75% turndown, advanced sealed 
combustion and direct vent technology—the best in efficiency and safety.

Choose from 4 stove options:
MADRONA MODERN
Our New Madrona Modern 
freestanding stove offers the 
expected comfort of Valor’s 
unparalleled radiant gas warmth 
in a modern, Scandinavian-
inspired design. Powder-coated.

ARCHED MODERNSQUARE

BLACK 

MAJOLICA 

BLACK 

MAJOLICA 
PEWTER

ALMOND 
WHITE

BLACK
Black powder coated cast iron Majolica Brown enamel cast iron



PRESIDENT

Black steel sides

Almond White steel sides 

Pewter steel sides

Black powder coated cast iron 

Reflective Glass

Red Brick liner Black Fluted liner

PRESIDENT
Smaller size and input

Crafted with detail and inspired 
by classic design, the President 
freestanding stove is perfect 
for upgrading traditional and 
contemporary spaces. 

Radiant and  
Convective heat

All our stoves offer 
outstanding radiant and 
convective heat, particularly 
for their size. With adjustable 
controls and compact sizing, 
Valor™ stoves are well-
suited to a variety of spaces.

 � Projects a mere 14.5 inches 
into the room, leaving plenty 
of space. 

 � Shows great freestanding as 
well as tight against a wall. 

 � Solid cast iron encases a 
proven Valor Portrait engine.

The President stove includes a  
convenient access panel that 
allows easy access to manual 
controls and battery.



Select a fire bed:
MADRONA PRESIDENT

Driftwood

Traditional Logs

Splitwood

Coal with Reversible Red Brick liner

Rocks with Reflective Glass liner

Traditional Logs with Reversible Red Brick liner

Driftwood



Traditional Logs with Reversible Red Brick liner

Driftwood

President with Traditional Logs and  
Red Brick liner (included).

Secondary Heat exchangers

Like most Valor™ fireplaces,  
the Madrona and President 
stoves have built-in secondary 
heat exchangers that naturally 
enhance the convected heat, 
removing the need for a fan. 

Firebox:
primary heat 
exchanger

secondary
heat exchanger

cooler air 
from room

warm air
to room



Please Note: Printed images may vary from actual product. Refer to the product manual for the particular freestanding stove  installation. 
All product information is accurate at time of printing and is subject to change. For more information visit valorfireplaces.com/freestanding

Please refer to the complete product manual before installation, available at valorfireplaces.com/freestanding

MADRONA TRADITIONAL
 � Black casting

 � Square front

 � Traditional Logs

Madrona Traditional with Black Arched 
front and Splitwood fire bed.



Based on CSA P4.1-14

MADRONA TRADITIONAL

DIRECT VENT  
ENGINE

natural gas MF28JN

propane MF28JP

CASTING Black MFCS01-1

 Arched front, or

 Square front

MFCS01-2  or

MFCS01-3

  Majolica Brown Enamel MFCS02-1

 Arched front, or

 Square front

MFCS02-2 or

MFCS02-3

FIRE BED Traditional Logs MF28LSK

Driftwood MF28DWK

Splitwood MF28SWK

STANDARD ValorStat Plus Remote GV60

OPTIONAL Non Thermostat Handset GV60NTK

Circulating fan* 555CFK

MODEL  
BTU/hour

Low 
Input

High 
Input

Max Output 
w/o fan* EnerGuide*

NG 6,500
26,000 19,123 70%

LPG 14,500

* All Valor’s EnerGuide ratings and outputs are determined  
without a fan/blower, using the CSA P4.1–14 test method.
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NEW Madrona Modern with Almond 
White steel sides and Splitwood.



MADRONA MODERN NEW

DIRECT VENT  
ENGINE

natural gas MF28JN

propane MF28JP

CASTING black cast iron MFCS05-2

SIDES Pewter steel
MFCS05-1PW and 
MFCS05-3PW

Almond White steel
MFCS05-1AW and 
MFCS05-3AW

Black steel
MFCS05-1BK and 
MFCS05-3BK

FIRE BED Traditional Logs MF28LSK

Driftwood MF28DWK

Splitwood MF28SWK

STANDARD ValorStat Plus Remote GV60

OPTIONAL Non Thermostat Handset GV60NTK

Circulating fan* 555CFK

MODEL  
BTU/hour

Low 
Input

High 
Input

Max Output 
w/o fan*

EnerGuide*  
Rating

NG 6,500
26,000 19,123 70%

LPG 14,500

* All Valor’s EnerGuide ratings and outputs are determined without a 
fan/blower, using the CSA P4.1–14 test method.
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President with Coals and Red Brick liner.



PRESIDENT

DIRECT VENT  
ENGINE

natural gas 530IN

propane 530IP

CASTING sides 
top

531-1 and  
531-2

FIRE BEDS
AND LINERS

Coals 530CSK with reversible Black 
Fluted/Red Brick linerTraditional Logs 530LSK

Rocks 530RSK
with Black Fluted liner

Driftwood 530DWK

STANDARD ValorStat Plus Remote GV60

OPTIONAL Reflective Glass liner 580RGL

Non-Thermostat Handset GV60NTK

Firebox Grille Panel  
(not for use with coal)

567FGP

MODEL  
BTU/hour

Low 
Input

High 
Input

Max  
Output 

w/o fan*
EnerGuide* 

Rating

NG 6,500 20,500 15,117 70.2%

LPG 12,500 19,000 14,476 70%

* All Valor’s EnerGuide ratings and outputs are determined  
without a fan/blower, using the CSA P4.1–14 test method.
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VENTING OPTIONS:  
MADRONA AND PRESIDENT

President 
only*

* Madrona requires  
special options for  
rear vent. See dealer.



NEW Madrona Modern with Black steel 
sides and Driftwood fire bed.



RADIANT HEAT

Like heat from the sun, Valor™ fireplaces distribute radiant warmth directly to your living space. Radiant heat satisfies human comfort 
needs, using up to 25% less energy compared to traditional forced air systems. Valor™ warmth efficiently replaces the chill from cold 
windows and doors, providing steady, even heat to people and objects in the room.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST DESIGN, 
DEVELOPMENT & DISTRIBUTION

Locally owned and operated in the Pacific 
Northwest, every Valor™ fireplace is 
designed, developed and manufactured 
exclusively for North America. With a 
proven product family history, Valor™ 
continues to introduce unique fireplaces 
that stand the test of time.

EASY CONTROL

Standard with every fireplace, 
our ValorStat remote control 
adjusts the flame up or down 
to match the heat output 
of your needs, providing a 
constant comfort level as the 
room warms or as the outside 
temperature falls— a fireplace 
for all seasons.

THE COMFORT ZONE

Reduce your furnace’s output of hot air 
into empty rooms and unused spaces. 

Zone heating requires no ducting 
or forced air, delivering radiant and 
convective warmth to the spaces you 
frequent the most. Where you want it—
when you want it.

BURN CLEAN,  
ENGINEERED GREEN

Natural gas is the cleanest 
fireplace fuel you can burn, with 
the lowest particulate levels and 
lowest levels of greenhouse gases. 

Valor™ specializes in the design of clean 
heat solutions for your home.

PRODUCT VERSATILITY

Known for our versatility in 
the field, Valor™ products 
are extremely diverse in 
their application and design. New 
construction or home renovation—gas 
inserts, zero clearance and freestanding 
fireplaces provide a wide range when 
selecting the ideal fireplace to suit your 
personal heating needs.

SAVINGS 

Your pilot flame will 
automatically turn off if your 
fireplace is inactive for over 
five days, saving energy and lowering 
overall home heating costs.

Keep forgetting to turn down your 
fireplace? Your ValorStat Plus 
automatically goes to pilot mode after 
six hours.

NO POWER, NO PROBLEM. TM

If the power fails in the winter your home 
can get cold fast. Valor™ fireplaces are 
fully functional heaters that don’t need 
electricity. Our fireplaces provide the 
perfect mixture of radiant and convective 
heat, eliminating the need for a fan. 

No power, no problem.

NO FAN NECESSARY 

We firmly believe that you 
shouldn’t put up with the 
constant buzz of a fan to be 
warm. That’s why we designed glowing 
fires to radiate heat and secondary heat 
exchangers to naturally circulate warm 
air by convection throughout the room. 
While a fan is an option, you’ll likely find 
it unnecessary.

RELIABILITY

With over 100 years in the 
heating industry, we take pride 
in providing high-quality, safe 
products.

Engineered to provide peace of mind, 
every Valor™ product undergoes 
extensive safety testing before it 
reaches our customer.

That's why many customers own more 
than one Valor™ fireplace in their lifetime.

FIREPLACE SAFETY — USE RADIANT HEAT SAFELY

Fireplace surfaces, in particular the glass viewing window, are extremely hot during operation and will remain hot for a period of time after 
the fireplace is turned off. Contact with the hot glass can cause severe burns. Close adult supervision is required if there are young children, 
or at-risk individuals in the house. Included with your purchase, a Valor™ barrier screen is recommended at all times. Install an approved 
after-market safety gate to keep toddlers, young children and at-risk individuals a safe distance from the fireplace.

For more information please visit valorfireplaces.com/safety.

Copyright Miles Industries Ltd. 2018 
Designed and manufactured by 
Miles Industries.
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Madrona Traditional with Arched front in Majolica Brown enamel, featuring Driftwood.


